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Devin Grey makes
comeback, see page 15.
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Vice president receives death threat
by Tyrone Walker
staff writer

photo courtesy news services

The CU police are currently investigating a death threat made
against University vice president
for student affairs.
According to the police report,
on May 25, a letter threatening
Vice President, Almeda Jacks, was
discovered on the floor in her office.
Univerisity police said that after
reading the letter they decided it
was an implied threat.
"They were very disgruntled
about the car she drove and how
much money she made," said Captain Mac McCrary.
"The main thing that concerned

University concerns
met by task force
by Traqj Corky
staffwriter
Breaking barriers for the future is the theme that C U Strategic Planning Steering Committee keeps in mind as it approaches its September 30, 1994
preliminary report deadline. Begun in January of this year the
committee is forced to make
permanent decisions in a year's
time span securing the future of
all those involved with tire University . The objective is to implement policies that will reorganize Clemson into a more flexible system, recognizing die
needs of both employees and
students.
TheStrategic PlanningSteering Committee and its task
forces, a system implemented
by former University President
Max Lennon, plans to meet at
the end of July during the annual retreat held by the University Board of Trustees. The task
forces will begin focusing and
finalizing decisions for the preliminary report deadline.
In spite of the public sessions
scheduled to be held between
the preliminary report deadline

at the end of Sept and the final
decision deadline injan. of 1995,
faculty, students and staff fear
not the barriers that the SPSC
intends to tear down, but rather
the obstacles that are projected
to be rebuilt during the restructuring Down sizing was the biggest fear of all those involved
with the University. State budget cuts have put these newfound policymakers in the
spodight by making the request for restructuring a necessity. Three of nine college
deans have already resigned
their positions, forcing the integration of die College of
Forestry with the College of
Agriculture, Liberal Arts with
Architecture and Education
with Sciences. Further integrations projected, tiiough not
concluded. With die cut of
these positions follows those
of the assistants and support
staffs. Faculty members are
fearing for the security of their
positions and students fear
die loss of necessary qualified
faculty members.
The task forces, however, see
the restructuring as a chance to

see H^TkUamiNG, page 6
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still on going.
"Whoever wrote the letter is still
out there, and there is no statue of
limitations in SC so if we get evidence later we can still seek a warrant," Mullikin stated.
Jacks said that although she had
a police escort on a recent business trip she has put the incident
behind her.
"It doesn't bother me anymore.
The first couple of weeks I was
little nervous and a little tense, but
I got over that," said Jacks.
University police are waiting for
a possible profile of the assailent
and encourage anyone with information or knowledge of the incident to contact them.

Impact of Orientation
by TerrellJohnson
editor-in-chief
Clemson welcomes incoming and their families by offering eight orientation sessions
throughout the summer. Orientation is intended to acquaint freshman and transfer
students with the campus and
prepare them for student life.
Each session lasts a day and
a half and caters to between
250 and 350 new students
along with their families.
Upon arrival on campus,
the prospective students register, have their ID cards made,
learn about issues they will
face in college and tour the
campus.
"Mainly they come here to
get their schedules made and
get their academic advising
and to get introduced to the
university in a variety of ways,"
says Jeanine Ward who coordinates orientation.
The new students have the
opportunity to preregister for
classes in order to avoid the
hassles of drop-add when they
first arrive.
"They actually register for
class, just like any other student," states Ward.
"We try to put everybody in

News

What's

us was that the letter indicated
that she better look over her shoulder- and to me, that's an implied
threat."
According to the investigating
officer Jerry Mullikin, in SC threatening public officials, such as
univeristy administrators, is a
felony punishable byup to 10 years
in prison.
Police officials said that the letter and other evidence was sent to
the Southern Law Enforcement Division (SLED) for analysis. It was
then discovered that the letter had
been typed oh a typewriter in Jacks
office.
Officials said that they have interviewed approximately 10 - 12
persons, and the investigation is

Tyroe Walker/staff photographer

Ambassador Rondrick Williamson gives
instuctions to parents and students at
orientation.
central locations so that they
don't have to run around to all
the buildings on campus."
The students are then as-

Time Out

signed to different groups and
become involved in a variety
of activities.

Sports

Financial aid installs voice
activated system, page 2.

Traditions, Clemson's
newest restaraunt and bar
opens, page 9.

Sharone Wright drafted
by the 76ers, page 13.

Redfern sees changes
coming in anticipation
of fall semester.

Forrest Gump proves to be
this summer's next big hit,
page 11.

Devin Gray returns to
the court, page 15.
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CU awards researchers Clemson awarded for
enegy conservation
from news services

The South Carolina Energy Research and Development Center,
located at CU, has awarded $6 million in research contracts to universities participating in the Advanced Gas Turbine Systems Research program.
The SCERDC administers the
U.S. Department of Energy-funded
program initiative as part of an
effort aimed at broadening the
gas turbine technology base among
American engineering schools.
Ten proposals were selected by
the program's Industrial Review
Board from 5 submitted by 43 universities.
Award recipients and research
subjects include:
— Brigham Young University,
combustion modeling for advanced
gas turbines;
— University of California-Berkeley, porous combustion material
investigation;
— Clarkson University, ice formation design method for loss reduction;
— Lehigh University, functionally gradient materials for thermal
barrier

coatings;
— Louisiana State University,
vortex generator induced heat
transfer;
— Pennsylvania State University,
life prediction of advanced materials;
— Purdue University, NOx reduction for advanced gas turbines;
— Texas A&M University, turbine cooling and heat transfer studies;
— Vanderbilt University, NOx
and CO models for lean premixed
combustors; and
— Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University, ceramic actuators for combustion control.
The Advanced Gas Turbine Systems Research program has 56 university members located in 30
states, says Director Roy P. Allen.
"Technology transfer from university to manufacturer is the key
thrust of this research program,"
Allen said.
"Involvement of undergraduate
engineers and graduate students
also will benefit the industry by
providing an experienced crop of
potential employees."

by D.Linsey Wisdom
news editor
Through an energy conservation
program established by the Residence Hall Association, Clemson
gained recognition as an concerned
school that cares about issues that
affect the students and the environment.
Throughout the year, campus residents were encouraged to conserve
energy through simple methods. Students were urged to turn lights off
when leaving the room, turn off/
unplug appliances not in use, and to
use lower watt bulbs in lamps.
The conservation practices became a competition between the different resident halls on campus. RHA
sponsored the program by offering
an award of an ice machine to the
resident hall that conserved the most
energy throughout the year.
By Feb., on-campus residents had
already cut energy costs by 18,000
from the previous year's energy con-

sumption.
Evelyn Wallington, assistant director of residential life, remarked
that next year the program would be
expanded to include water conservation as well as energy conservation.
The efforts of RHA in sponsoring
this program was well rewarded. The
South Carolina Wildlife Federation/
s 1994 College Conservation Award
was presented to the RHA organization.
Wildlife Federation executive director, Trishjerman, said one of the
most impressive components of the
Clemson program is that it "encourages energy conservation habits
which will last a lifetime."
Plans for next year are to increase
the cutbacks in energy use. According to Wallington, awareness is the
key to success. By making more students aware of what goes on in the
world around them they are more
than eager to help, especially when it
is as easy as flipping off a light switch
before they leave the room.

Voice-response system installed
Financial aid made easy
by Tyrone Walker
staff writer
Clemson has recently
given an employee working
in the the financial aid office a $200,000 lifetime contract. In exchange for the
one lump-sum payment, the
employee, whose name is
Reggie, will help students
with their financial aid
questions over the telephone.
Although Reggie has just
this one job responsibility,
he is no ordinary employee.
He does not leave the office — not even for a lunch
or coffee break — and works
24 hours a day, 365 days a
year.
People may wonder why
a person would agree to
work a monotonous job that
does not allow for a single
day off.
Well, Reggie is not a person, he is the University's
automated, voice-response,
telephone system.
This system permits students to dial up financial
aid and do everything from
checking on their financial
aid applications status to
requesting applications to
getting information about
application procedures.
The University installed
Reggie to make the financial aid process more convenient for students and
more manageable for staff
members.
"One reason why we went
to the system was to provide more information to
the students," commented
Keith Reeves, associate director for financial aid.
"One thing a voice-response system does is to
allow more multiple callers
to request information at
the same time.
"In prior years we only

had two lines available to
answer incoming calls. So
we could only talk with two
people at a time."
With the Reggie, the financial aid office can now handle
up to 18 simultaneous students' requests. This will meet
students needs more quickly
and efficently.
"A lot of the people who
would get a busy signal and
could not get through to
us can get the voice-response system," explained
Reeves.
He said that with the
menus and selections available, Reggie can answer almost all of the financial aid

questions students usually
ask.
"For example, when we
requested some information from students and
they have mailed it to us,
they can call and check if
we have received it," said
Reeves.
He said that for students who don't like communicating with a machine, they can make a
selection to talk with a
real person.
According to University officials, the main reason the system was put
into place was to handle
the increase in financial

aid applications.
Employees in the financial
aid office are pleased with the
new system because it increases their productivity.
"So far we are very thrilled
with it. We are finding wer are
able to do a lot more of our
work because we don'[t have
to respond to calls continuously, said Brenda Schaver,
financial aid operations
manager. "The Higher Education Act of 1992 more than
doubled the number of students eligible to receive financial aid," said financial aid director Marvin Carmichael.
"This was wonderful for
students but posed major chal-

lenges for the financial aid
office. It became impossible
for the office to handle such
dramatic increases without instituting technological enhancements."
Clemson obtained the
$200,00 in a one-time "surplus" funding from the state
to upgrade the financial aid
office's computing and technological capabilities.
"When we learned that
we would receive an additional appropriations last
fall the administration decided that the money would
be used to directly benefit
students," Carmichael concluded.

SC Gxisortium recieves grant
from news services
Clemson University,
South Carolina Stat e University and the South Carolina Technical College have
begun a collaborative effort
to increase their effectiveness in meeting the educational, research and outreach needs of the state.
The alliance has been
awarded a $133,600 grant
from the W.K. Kellogg Foundation for the first phase of
their effort to develop strategies for meeting the educational needs of food system
professionals for the year
2020. SC's proposal was one
of 12 funded by the Foundation. Other proposals involve consortia led by Oregon State, Washington
State, the University of Minnesota, the University of
Wisconsin, Ohio State; Penn
State, Iowa State, the University of Nebraska, Rutgers
University, Tuskegee Institute and Texas A&M.
The grants will allow fac-

ulty, staff and students from
each consortium to spend the
next 18 months working with
non-university partners to assess needs and opportunities
and finding a way to
strengthen their communication linkages and reduce barriers to cooperation. At the
end of that time, each consortium may submit additional
proposals for implementing
its initiatives, with emphasis
on food systems education and
outreach.
Food systems — broadly defined — may include activities
in agriculture, engineering,
nutrition and health science,
environmental science, biotechnology, marketing, public policy and many other academic disciplines. Kellogg
plans to help the consortia
fund the implementation
phase over an eight to ten year
period.
The leader of the SC consortium, Clemson professor D.C.
Coston, says the SC group believes the outcome of die process will be educational strate-

gies that fully incorporate pub- and economic development
lic service and experience-based in Michigan.
Programming priorities
learning — concepts already incorporated in varying degrees concentrate grants in the U S,
by many academic departments Latin America, the Caribbean
and southern Africa.
at each institution.
"Throughout its existence,
"Faculty will be invited to
participate. Kellogg does not the Kellogg Foundation has
have a prescribed design for had a close relationship with
the future of land grant institu- land-grant colleges because
tions but hopes to catalyze our our missions are often comdevelopment of educational ap- patible," Coston said.
proaches appropriate for SC in "Through this grant, they
hope to encourage land- giant
the year 2020," Coston said.
The Kellogg Foundation was colleges and their partners to
established in 1930 to "help examine and improve propeople to help themselves." As grams and process so that we
a private grant making organi- can more effectively meet the
zation, it provides seed money needs of citizens in the 21st
to organizations and institutions century.
"Obviouslypublicserviceand
diat have identified problems
and designed constructive ac- outreach may not be as integral
tion programs aimed at solu- to some academic areas as it is to
those related to food systems.
tions.
Most Foundation grants are But the majority of the faculty in
awarded in the areas of youth, our consortium are already inleadership, philanthropy and volved in outreach in one form
volunteerism, community or another, so we hope they will
based health services, higher see this is an opportunity to
education, food systems, rural enhance their own initiatives
development, ground-water re- and turn their ideas into realsources in the Great lakes area Jty-
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Changes for Redfern in progress

Carol Seager, director of
health services, discusses
future of Redfern.
by Sean Cook
staff writer
More changes are slated for Redfern Health Center in the fall, according to Carol Seager, director
of health services.
"There are basically three areas
of change," says Seager. "One is
with the medical services component. When students come back in
the fall, for the first time, Redfern
will actually have reduced hours of
service."
Though Redfern will be closed
completely during the evening, a
telephone service, to be called "Ask
a Nurse," will be implemented to
help students during hours when

Redfern is not open.
The second major change will
be the expansion of the Health
Education Office.
The size of the professional staff
has been doubled, with the addition of Susan Curtis, a second
health educator. Curtis was previously a nurse at Redfern, before
reductions-in-force (RIFs) eliminated her old position.
Curtis joins Parvin Lewis and
two graduate assistants in the office, which oversees the Peer
Health Educators and provides
health information and services to
students.
The program offerings of the
office will also expand.
"We have also assumed responsibility for alcohol and drug education," notes Seager, "which was
formerly a part of the Office of
Student Development."
The third area of change is the
assimilation of the Counseling Center, says Seager. Counseling and
Psychological Services [CAPS] will
be housed in Redfern Health Center. This move is due to demolition of the Wilson House, which
will be torn down to make way for
the new East Campus student
union.
It is not known yet whether the
move will be complete when school
opens in August.
"The F,M & O [Facilities, Maintenance and Operations] department is working very hard to get
that done as quickly as possible,"
Seager says, adding that the administration of CAPS is being
placed under Redfern, in conjunction with the move.
The changes have caused some

shuffling of the offices and facilities within Redfern, but no reduction of services is expected beyond
the fact that Redfern is closing at
night.
To make rogm for the Counseling Center staff, the area where
physical therapy room was last year
is being converted to offices. The
whirlpools and other facilities from
this room have been moved to
other areas.
This change was made possible,
says Seager, by the recent retirement of George Ligon, who worked
at Redfern for over 40 years. His
duties will be assumed by the nursing staff.
A nurse practitioner's office has
been moved to where the nurse's
lounge was, and the waiting room
for X-Ray has also been moved.
Seager sees Redfern evolving
into a new type of health facility.
"Redfern Health Center is not
just a medical facility," she asserts,
"There will actually be three comr

ponents. There will be a medical
component, the CAPS component
and the health education component."
The three parts will be "coordinated, but very distinct offerings,"
she adds.
"Their functions are very unique
and very different. The fact that
they will all be administratively
under the same individual is for
efficiency of operation, but will
still fully intend to have a separate
identity for those three."
Two advantages of the new administrative set-up will be increased efficiency and greater fiscal responsibility, claims Seager,
because the departments will be
"pooling resources, rather than
having them in different places."
Students should benefit from
these changes, says Seager, adding, "The overriding reason for all
of this is to provide our services to
the students in a way that is better
than it has been before."
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APARTMENTS
• Remodeled (carpet, vinyl, wallpaper, paint, and
breakfast bar)
• $485-525/mo. (depending on unit chosen
• Dishwasher, central heat/air, blinds and drapes
• Less than 3 miles from campus
• Pets allowed (in older units only)
Call today or come by...

654-6158

Monday-Friday 8:30am - 5:00 pm
OFF HWY.123 ON ISAQUEENA TRAIL
)

THE ALL NEW TRADITIONS DINING CLUB
Featuring:
• nightly entertainment with music varieties from 40's Big Band and Jazz to
Beach Music and Country and Western
• 40 foot glass top, illuminated bar
Tuesday thru Saturday 4:00pm-2:00am
• state of the art sound system
Alive til 5:00am on Fridays!!
• hardwood and red oak dance floor
Live Band Thurs. thru Sat.
• Two 160 gallon aquariums
$4 Cover after 8:00 p.m.
• largest appetizer selection in the upstate No Cover for Dinner
LOCATED ON CONEROSS CREEK ROAD: ONLY MINUTES FROM CLEMSON & SENECA
972-0119 Look for the signs
APPETIZERS
French Onion Soup
$2.95
Shrimp Cocktail
....$5.95
Clam Strips
$4.25
Loaded Skins
$5.25
Cheese Sticks
$4.95
Texas Nachos
$6.25
Buffalo Wings
$4.95
Fried Dill Pickle Chips
$2.95
Angel Hair Onion Rings
$3.95
Fried Jalapenos
$3.95
Rib Basket
$4.95
Fried Shrimp Basket
$4.95
Chips & Salsa
$2.95
Fried Mushrooms
$3.95
Chicken Finger Basket
$4.95

SEAFOOD
Fried Jumbo Shrimp
Flounder
Grilled Tuna
Fried Catfish
Seafood Delight

$8.95
$7.95
$8.95
$7.95
$12.95

CHICKEN
Chicken Finger Platter
Grilled Teriyaki Chicken
Chili Chicken

BEEFEATERS
Sirloin (12/24oz.)
$10.95/$18.95
NY. Strip (12oz.)
$11.95
T-Bone (16 oz.)
<
$12.95
Ribeye (12 oz.)
$10.95
Prime Rib (12/16 oz.)
$12.95/$15.95
Chopped Steak (8 oz.)
$6.95
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$6.95
$8.95
....$8.95

SANDWICHES
French Dip
Cordon Bleu...
Cajun Chicken
Texas Burger
Old Fashion Cheeseburger

$6.95
$6.25
$6.25
$5.95
$5.25

BARBEOUE
Rack O Ribs
Smoked Chicken
BBQ Pork Plate
BBQ Sandwich Plate
Barbecue Combo Platter.

$10.95
$6.95
$7.95
$5.95
$12.95

SAINTS
Chef Salad
Chicken Caesar Salad
Cajun Chicken Salad
Steamed Vegetable Plate
SINNERS
Chocolate Chip Pecan Pie
(alaMode):
Key West Lime Pie
Amaretto Strawberry Cake,
Marbled Cheesecake
Clemson University Ice Cream
(Chocolate or Vanilla)

$6.25
$6.95
$6.95
$6.95
$1.95
$2..50
$1-95
$2.50
$1-95

ANGELS (Children under 12)
Child's Tenders
Grilled Cheese
Peanut Butter & Jelly Sandwich
"Mini" Nachos

*Wide variety of specialty
drinks and beverages!
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$1.95

$2.95
$2.25
$1.95
$2.95
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Opinion
Search for
a purpose
As I am preparing to leave Clemson
this Aug. with my master's degree, I have
been looking back on my time here and
thinking of some things I could share
with diose of you who sometimes question why you are here in this small
Southeastern town, at this medium-sized
university with big-time ego, doing what
you are doing.
Let me start by saying that most of
you will be surprised to

Sean Cook
staff critic
learn you are not here to get a job.
You're not here to find somebody to
many, either. You are here to become
what you are.
That may sound cryptic, but it's true.
When I came here, I was hot on the
trail of the almighty dollar. As a management major, I had high hopes of big
money and a nice car, from my megabuck salary at some high-powered corporation.
Uninitiated as I was to the realities of
corporate life, I thought I could get a
management job without having any
kind of specialty. I was going to "manage, " i.e. tell other people what to do and
suck up to the boss.
After being slaughtered by Math 207
and dragged over the burning coals of
debits, credits, depreciation and amortization of Accounting 201 and 202, I
high-tailed out of management and on
to Political Science, which was, I was
told, a good preparation for law school.
This I did with hopes of being a highpaid lawyer in a big office, with a big car
from my mega-buck retainers. Never
mind the fact that I had no specialty or
interest in helping people.
Somewhere along the way, I was
turned in die other direction. I don't
know exactly when it happened, but I
started realizing I cared about people
and helping them more than money.
Maybe it was my sophomore year when
a friend told me Iris girlfriend was pregnant, and I helped him through it. Maybe
it was when I found out that a friend of
the family had AIDS. Maybe it doesn't
really matter when it happened.
I do know that I spent more times
titan I can count listening to my friends
and helping them with their problems.
I came to understand that people need
support to survive, and I sought out ways
to give it to those who need it. I decided,
somewhere along the line, that I would
like to make it a career.
I made that choice sometime during
my two years as a resident assistant It
seemed to make sense to me at the time,
and I applied to tire graduate school. I
was originally rejected and went out in
die real world looking forjobs. I found
one, at die Anderson Mall, in a juniorsizes women's store. It was acooljob, but
that's all it was.
Don't get me wrong. I liked getting
paid to tell young women what clothes
they look good in. I can't think of many
jobs which would be more fun for a
single guy. But it was just ajob. I wasn't
"me." So I decided to try to get in grad
school again. And I did.
In the past two years, I have learned
more about people and myself than I
did in the first 22 years of my life. And
I'm sure I know what I want to do with
my life, at least for now because I know
who I have become.

Editorial

OUR POSITION:

Summer not time for big
changes without students

The University should
not make decisions
without student input.

The Computer Center decreased Hall was not finished until recently.
Over this summer the University
This example is the exception. Most
has seen a great deal of change, not ail its services to the students by removof it good. Redfern has decreased its ing student lab technicians from on- decisions made over the summer by
hours, now open only during regular campus computer labs. Students were the administration do take effect in
business hours with no one available at forced to call the Center with their the fall, and note what important facnight. Tuition will be increased, and questions rather than having someone tor is missing in every one of these
decisions - student input.
the final amount will be decided this available to them in person.
Summer sessions do not even have
In the Spring of 93, housing desummer.
The University is involved in a ma- cided that Byrnes Hall must be closed a third of the number of students
jor restructuring program which will in order to remove the asbestos in the enrolled during the regular semesters,
eliminate several positions, streamline building. Over the summer of 93, hous- 5,000 students as opposed 17,000. The
operations and hopefully cut back on ing came to the conclusion that the University should not make such drasexpenses. Regardless of how well orga- students scheduled to live in Byrnes tic changes when the vast majority of
nized this restructuring may be, it is should be moved to McCabe Hall once the students are not present, espestill a budget cut which means that renovations were complete. Thus, the cially not when Student Government,
students will inevitably see the effects. asbestos problem could be relieved, our voice on-campus, is not even in
Last summer saw a great deal of and students who were scheduled to session.
These actions show extreme audacchange as well. Again Redfern sched- live in some of the cheapest housing
uled cutbacks - doctors were only avail- would be moved halfway through the ity on the part of the administration. If
able from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., as opposed year into some of the most expensive this institution is here to serve stuto a doctor on call at all times. Also housing on campus and would have to dents, then should it not ask the stuRedfern instituted its appointment pay the increased fee to boot. This dents how they would prefer to be
policy over the summer with the rea- final decision was not passed until the served? The University should refrain
soning that students would receive summer of 93, but luckily nothing ever itself from deciding what is best for us
came of it as construction on McCabe without even asking our opinions.
better service under this plan.
The lead editorial was written this week by the editor-in-chief. The opinions expressed in Tiger editorials represent
the majority view based upon weekly meetings of the Tiger editorial board. In representing the majority view, the lead
editorial may not represent the individual view of any particular member of the editorial board.
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Privatization offers hope for colleges
ability for public dollars spent by colleges higher education by the formula value. internal operations. In effect, the position
and universities and overburdening the Each voucher would be funded at 100 ofstate government relative to USC, Clemson or The Citadel would be exactly the
system with paperwork. The existing Com- percent of the formula.
Even widi fuU-fomiidafundingstudents same as toward Furman, Wofford or
mission on Higher Education has a tendency to micro-manage. Most bureaucra- will still have to pay tuition. Under a voucher Benedict. One useful side-effect of such an
cies, indeed, most legislative bodies, find arrangement, each institution would set its arrangementisthatsinceTheCitadel would
the temptation to micro-manage almost own tuition based on its own calculations no longer receive direct state support, it
(they do that now), and a student receiving could follow whatever admissions policy it
irresistible.
Of course higher education must be a voucher could use it to pay as much of tire chooses.
Of course, there would be a number of
accountable. Yet accountability shod focus tuition as it would cover. Those students
whose academic details that would have to be workedd out.
on output, not
credentials were All of die existing state institutions have
inputs. Much
notgoodenough physical plants that were paid for, in part,
of the paperDr. James Hite
to compete suc- with tax dollars, and some arrangements
work that has
the Strom Thurmond Institute
cessfully for would need to be made to take diat into
spawned the
vouchers could account Long-term leases for nominal
huge growth in
still
attend
any
institution
that would ac- fees might be an acceptable option. Dealadministration in higher education concerns accountability for inputs and adds to cept them, but diey would have to pay full ing with such matters should not be an
costs without doing much, if anything, to fees. The state support would be targeted insurmountable problem.
In die end, thegreatadvantage of vouchimprove thequality ofthe education gradu- to serious students who have proven their
ers
for financing higher education is that
commitment
to
obtaining
an
education
by
ates carry away with them.
Neither of these problems can be ad- dieiracademicrecord,andtaxpayerswould the system would force the trustees, admindressed by reorganizing the state bureau- minimize subsidies to students mainly in- istrations and faculties of the state's colleges and universities to focus attention on
cracyforgoverningliigher education. Both terested in partying.
With a voucher system, there would be students and not on influencing legislators
could be solved by cutting all of the state
institutions loose from any direct appro- no need for the Commission on High and bureaucrats in Columbia. The ultipriation out of the state budget. Instead of Education as it is presently constituted. mate test of accountability would be die
making appropriations to various institu- Some state agency would be required to attractiveness of a college or university to
tions, the state would issue vouchers on a administer die awarding of vouchers, but students based on the records of achievecompetitive basis to SC. The dollar value of that function possibly could be assumedby ment of diat institution's graduates.
A voucher system would not only conthe voucher would be pegged to the cur- the State Department of Education. Since
rent "formula" The total number of vouch- the various institutions would receive no tain the ouday of tax dollars the state makes
ers issued would be decided simply by direct appropriations, there would be no to support higher education, it would prodividing the total state appropriation for need for the state to interfere in their vide die ultimate in accountability.

It may be just as well that the General
Assembly has adjourned without addressing problems in higher education. Both of
the principal reform schemes discussed
during the year failed to address fundamental problems, and both would have
needlessly perpetuated the growth of the
state government bureaucracy.
There is another option — privatizing
higher education in SC and providing
financial assistance to worthy students in
the form of vouchers.
The first and most serious problem
facing higher education in SC is the state's
inability to appropriate sufficient resources
for full-formula funding. The system is
based on a formula that supposedly determines how much money the state should
provide for each student. However, the
percentage of this formula that the state
actually provides has been falling. This
fiscal year, funding stood at about 63 percent of the formula for the University and
65 percent for higher education statewide.
This system provides strong incentives
for colleges and universities to increase
enrollment just to get more dollars. All
state public colleges and universities, to a
greater or lesser extent, play the game. As
a result, the dollars the state can afford to
set aside for higher education are spread
much too thin, and the quality is suffering.
The second problem concerns the tension between assuring legitimate account-

Guest commentary

Trailer parks offer culture people don't see
Lastjanuary, the circumstances
around my life played fruit basket
on me, and I found myselfleaving
campus housing. A very good
friend had a spare bedroom when
I needed one most and offered it
to me. It helped him to half die
rent and utilities and helped me
to have somewhere to call home.
Only home was now a trailer
park in Central.
Living in a trailer park is something to which most people do
not aspire. Before, I had been
used to the standard of living
Calhoun Courts provided. Gone
were the days of routine maintenance, central cooling, and badiroom fixtures diat weren't naturally die color of mold. I now had
new problems to deal widi: rotting badiroom floors, bedrooms
with no doors, and pets widi six
legs. Purgatory manifested itself
here.
But a home is what you make
it. And I chose to make this a
home where I was happy. Happiness came for me from die liberties that living on my own

brought... And squirrels scampering across the tin roof... And
kidsshoutingfoul language... And
chickens crowing in the neighborhood... I never have wanted
Colonel Sanders to come visit so
much before.
My roomie has lived here for
diree years and has quite versed in
his own style of interior decorating. The once-bland cheap stucco
wall now is covered in all die best
cardboard from the different
brands ofsix-packs diat have been
purchased over die years. The
ceiling is polka-dotted from BB
target practice after a night when
the roaches came out into the
light. They stayed in die darkness
after that...
The landlord provided comic
relief. He was probably the nicest
landlord anybody could have but
chose strange things at which to
fuss. One time he fussed at us for
leaving a broken chair outside in
the rain. He also tried to collect
rentfrom my roomie's sister when
she came in for a visit. I wonder if
he wondered...

The City of Central is responsible for a great new recycling
plan. They even provide die receptacle for botdes and cans. It
cut our trash in
half. Read into
that what you
will.

L. Clator
Butler, Jr. S
fe
interim Time-Out
editor
We also know how well the 911
service works. The story has been
recounted about when a pregnant woman (we suppose she
didn't have a phone of her own)
showed up in labor on the front
doorstep. As my roomie tried to
comfort her, he called911 to tell
die paramedics to pick her up.
After giving the dispatcher our
address, he was given an unusual
reply, "Can you tell us how to get
there?" (I knew those tax dollars

were a waste!)
It was strange waking up one
night after my move in to find die
trailer shaking and rattling. (Yes, I
was surprised at tiiis occurrence.)
I dared to wonder what was causing dies, but put it off and was
rocked back to sleep. I found out
the morning after that it was just
die spin cycle on our washer.
The dryer had a dysfunctional
-personality of its own. Whenever
it was raining outside, die clodies
would have to spin for days in the
dryer staying hot and wet. The
clodiesline was much more safe.
My roomie says the only tilings
that were ever stolen off the line
were die clothes pins.
Seeing as how you can get
about 500 pins for a buck, he
decided to saturate our neighborhood clodies-pin-thief into submission by replenishing pins on
the line every time diey disappeared. Whoever the weirdo is,
he or she has potential now for
making a lot of wooden soldiers
next Christmas.
Tliea^eritselfcaiiiefurnished

with the basics. Naugahyde
couches were in our living area
Let me tell you, never take a midday nap on a naugahyde couch or
you will have to be peeled off
upon waking by somebody who
might happen to be around. Opt
for clodi upholstery. Your hair
follicles will thank you.
The back door was die most
exciting of all. In a one badiroom
house, one of us would find ourselves doing a litde private contracting for CheniLawn from time
to time. And you diought we were
of low caliber around here...
This week marks die end of an
era as we are packing our tilings
up
and
both
going
elsewhere...both to much better
surroundings. No more cheap
rent, small tubs, or back doors
widi no steps... On to a more
civilized era. As we recalled diese
memories the other night, my
roomie eloquendy described die
whole experience, "I lived in diis
trailer park for diree years and
never once saw a UFO or Elvis. I
threw my damn money away."

Speaking Out
Question: How would you spend the money generated by the tuition increase?

■
4

Chris Pickens
I. Engineering
senior
Kofi Sumter
E. Engineering
senior
Open a night club.
Tyrone Walker / staff photographer

mum

David W. Demarais
Physics
sophomore
It should go towards
academic and
financial based
scholarships.

Jason Suggs
Undecided
freshman
/ would improve
Johnstone. Please
carpet the floors.

Brian C. Pennington
History
junior
Michael Catanese
Undecided
freshman
Improve the parking
and Fike facilities.
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Restructuring underway at Clemson
ontinucd from 1
make better professionals of exiting Clemson students. "We have a
responsibility to give [students] a
full spectrum of education," says
Sandra J. Underwood, Director
ofStrategic Planning. By integrating the different disciplines as is
common in the professional
world, the SPSC hopes to redefine the nature of the land-grant
university. Underwood clarifies,
"That's what a university is supposed to be — well-rounded."
Student Body President Scott
Turner concurred. "Crossingdisciplines for a common goal, it's
real work experience." Replacing
formerpresidentMartinDriggers
on die Professional Development
Task Force, Turner's committee
concerns itself with the career
planning and personal development offaculty, staff, students and
administrators.
The main concern of the SPSC
as a whole was time. "Clemson
hasn't undergone a major reorganization like this since 1955," explains Underwood. During that
time, officials hired a consulting
firm to handle the project oftransferring Clemson from a military
college to a coeducational one.
This time, however, administrators, faculty, staff and students
were selected to tackle the project
"Clemson people are doing it for
Clemson people," boasts
Underwood. Furthermore, the
one year time limit seemed to be
a concern. With students and employees serving on both the SPSC
and the task forces, meetings and
planning sessions are difficult to
schedule. In addition, the reorganization of the roles of the task
forces early in SPSC development got people off to a shaky
start as late as April. It is difficult
for committee members to
juggle time between classes and
SPSC events.
In addition to the goals envi-

Strategic Plan implementation, 1993-94 Academic Year
Provost

President

X

s. underwood
S. Thompson

STRATEGIC PLANNING STEERING COMMITTEE

C. Przirembel

J. Trapnell

J. Barker

A. Schaffer

H. Ulbrich

C. Sams

Environmental
scanning
Assessment

Initial Charge: To plan the implementation agenda for the University's Strategic Plan priorities and
coordinate the work of a series of task forces which will recommend University-wide changes and
incentives for continuous improvement.
BUDGETING/FUNDING SYSTEM

FACULTY PROMOTION/REWARD SYSTEM
B. Yandle (chair). G. Bishop, J. Deeken, A. Dunn. D. Helms. J.
Hue, J. Idol, B. Logan. H. Pate. C. Voelker. B. Webb, S. Thompson
(ex-officio), A. Schaffer (ex-officio)
Charge: To recommend changes in the promotion, tenure, and
reward system that will encourage excellence in teaching, scholarship, and service to the university, to the professions, and to the
public, within disciplines, as well as in interdisciplinary activities.

T. Keinath (chair), J. andreas, A. Drews-Bryan, L,. Dyck, C. Jarvis,
L. Martin, F. Mauldin, R. Patterson. H. Rack. J. Smith, S.
Stevenson, J. Whitmire, J. Trapnell (ex-officio)
Ouwjgl To erect* ■ OcoriMo Unlwnity-wlda fwoaiw juowtioo wad aDocailon fynnn that
Mil miiljiai oaaltty and rwpondl to tb» •docatico, pcbolanhip. and nati««rh goals of the Unlvwrorty.
Tho ayMB>B sbotdd: j\)y*i3*SKmto\ri\»temd*GMy3BA**p**imaomwl.CU-, (9 Mapbaafam afrtckmcy
and atamuaabflHy In the vxtUxatkia of tnatiraticnal i—unit—. (3) pnrrlda kaaaitiw» md •JtmlnvM
dblnoatthiaa for wowrc— to flow Into and acroaa asfciihilrtiati-ya and brndaataxy boundaries; tad (4)
Rappon f—■««■ — mt misa train sjaKxipt maxy anrfaj.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
H. Ulbrich (chair). B. Becker, C. Bleser. D. Camper, DC Coston, J.
Davis, G. Dukes, D. Gangemi, R. Nicholson, J. Reel. G. Powell. C.
Przirembel (ex-officio). J- Barker (ex-officio)
Charge: (Initial) to develop alternative structures which will reduce
administrative costs and be more flexible and responsive to the needs of the
University and its strategic plan, including teaching, research, and outreach.
The Task Force is expected to solicit input and encourage campus-wide
debate on how to best meet these objectives.

D. Dubose (chair), L. Berger, B. D'Andrea, M. Driggers, R, Elliott, J.
Fischer, J. Haislett, A. Hargett, C. Lovitt, P. Michaud, Y. Milter, J. Morris,
G. Spencer, B. Steirer, B. Stevens, P. Sanders, P. Wilsonn, C. Sams (exofficio)
Change; In order to serve the career and personal needs of faculty, staff,
students, and administrators, and to respond to institutional objectives, the
task force wDl recommend a systematic model for transforming Clemson
University into a culture that invests resources to promote, support, and
reward professional development through continuous learning.

I

ADMIN. & SUPPORT ORG. STRUCTURE

STAFF REWARDS
Sandy Smith (chair), Allen Dunn, Fran Massey, Frank Mauldin,
Gayle McKinley, Clarence Rogers, Dick Simmons, Robert Waller,
Matthew Watkins, Stassen Thompson (ex-officio)

Judi Nicks (chair), Jim Barker, Janis Cheezem, Trey Dubose.
Marjorie Ellis, Randy Griffin, Michael Hughey, Debra Jackson, Joe
Louderback, John Newton, Greg Padgett, Bobby Wixson, Cathy
Sams

Cliaitfei To recommend policies and procedures for improving
Clemson University's ability to recruit, promote, develop.reward
and retain highly qualified staff members in order to provide support
for the University's teaching, research and service missions.

sioned by the SPSC, students
are allowed to offer input into
the development of die University on April 19, 1994. The
major concerns of students currendy enrolled include: pre-and

Kellogg

ithro long-ran
po atfenMatratfv
appvrt Kracturaa
CfcM^I f Todevlcy and WKmniipud almijaU**
h
reaponaiwo to the academic opodg of Ownaon Unhrwahy
MdaoD yrww. Do
and ha MiaMgh ptan, tnchufinft teaching, research and outreach, and which beat allow damson
UnJvatsHy to bo a dynamic and cxrrnpautlwe hattiluUju. Tha Task Foroa wQl solicit rnpui and
uaxiyua- whsi dshaia on now to boat nssat flaai objectives.

post-professional development;
a stronger advising system; improved communication between
students, faculty and staff; and
direct involvement in resource
allocation.

Judge Kellers Store
...Jansport Bookbags
....Champion Tee's and Sweats
....Woolrich outdoor apparel
....plus much more!

Adorable grey kitten
needs a loving home.
Only eight weeks old,
litter box trained, very
affectionate.
For more
information call
654-8153

QUALITY MERCHANDISE AND REASONABLE
PRICES FOR CLEMSON STUDENTS SINCE 1899

DOWNTOWN CLEMSON

2)e ©file ^mtiihrid) &)oppt

We Have All the Name Brands You Love!

Buy (Dv\& Sarvdwick/

But We Don't Have All the
Department Store Prices You Hate!

C\<EL\

L.-.

AJe-X-t" T"or -Half Price
Must Present Coupon
On The. Squnce in T^e.v\a\eAov.
646-9238

Le Mans

And Right Now Our Prices are
LOWER THAN EVER !!!
STORE HOURS
(Mon.-Sat.)
10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Apartments
Experience a pleasant & comfortable
lifestyle 1 mile from campus on
College Ave.
• TLUO bedroom
• Fully furnished or
unfurnished
• 24 hour maintenance
• Laundry facilities on site
• 9 or 12 month leases
• Short walk from downtown
Contact: Ronny Link
654-3497
806 College Ave.

i-

PLUS SIZES STORE
HOURS
(Tue.-Sat.)
11 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Come On Down and Check Us Out!
366 College Ave. (Downtown Clemson)
654-6752
PLUS SIZES at 1017 Tiger Blvd. (Winn-Dixie Plaza)
654-0016
523 N. Main St (1 Block past Osteen Theatre, comer of Calhoun &. Main)
Anderson 231-0074
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FRANTOM INC.
U-Store-lt Mini-Warehouses

Lennon bids farewell

Tom & Fran Gavin, Owner/Managers
280 Ustorit Drive-Seneca, SC 29678* 882-7172
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FOR SALE

Pat Wright/university photographer

At the farewll reception last Friday, Lennon shakes hands
with Bill Amick, chairman of the Board of Trustees.
In Death Valley many
things have come and
gone. The end of football
season would seem to herald inactivity, but on Friday July 15, the end of
another era was seen as
President Max Lennon
was honored with a farewell reception.
The reception took
place in the President's
box in the stadium. It was
open to all who wished to

attend
Hundreds of people
turned out to shake his
hand and offer words on
how they would miss him
and congratulations on
his new post and such.
Many of the people
were professional associates of the school, but also
many were close friends
of the Lennon family.
There were only a
handful of students there

at any given time, but they
like everyone else in attendance seemed genuine
in the fact that they would
miss Lennon and all he
had done for the school.
Accomplishments were
detailed in a brochure that
was given out at the reception, and it is filled with all
the things Lennon has done
and the achievements for
which he may not even receive credit.

In Clemson

Chests, Bookcases, Desks,
Couches, Shelves, etc.
Elin's Elf
104 Madden Bridge
Central, SC 29630
639-4740

654-6241

Mon. - Sat. 9:00 a.m.- 5:30 p.m.

Special Fall
Rentals
Golden Woods Apartments
Free Membership to:
The Athletic Club
The Genoa Club (must be 21)

• Furnished and unfurnished • 2 Bedroom townhouses and flats •
2 Full baths • Washers and dryers in all units • 1 mile to campus
• Lots of storage space
* Free roommate
matching

654-3102
654-7003

Prices from $185/

Space Now Available
New Reduced Rates
* Also 5 Bedroom house

•$I*L° OFF U5ED Ctf's

m

Month and up

$5<if&0VER*

TOO MAHY CDs!

Two Bedroom Flats
$485 Extra nice energy efficient units with
two baths, eat-in kitchen with refrigerator,
stove, and dishwasher, living room with
ceiling fan, carpet, central heat & air,
washer/dryer connections.
Two Bedrooms Townhouses
$510 Full bath and half bath, kitchen with
refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, disposal,
washer/dryer connections, big bar, dining
room with Casablanca fan, deck with
privacy walls, living room, carpet, central
heat & air (only 3 left).

^1-

^ FULL SELECTION 0? NEW CD's & OVER

Three Bedroom Townhouses
$625 Energy efficient townhouses with two
and one half baths, living room, dining
room with patio, kitchen with stove,
dishwasher, washer/dryer connections,
carpet, central heat & air (only 3 left).

Lease before July 15 and
receive a FREE case of the
beverage of your choice.

654-4339 or 654-4344
ACROSS FROM CLEM50N POST OFFICE

Orientation
continued from 1
In the evenings the parents are invited to a forum,
and new students have a
chance to meet with ambassadors to discuss their own
concerns.
Ambassador Guy Williams, a junior in architecture, feels that this
aspect of orientation is
his favorite part of the
job.
"We have a question
and answer period with
our individual groups
where they can ask us
questions that they may
not want to ask around
their parents," states
Williams.
"They can get a
student's opinion, and
that's the cool part."
Bombarded by questions from eager new students, Williams finds
honesty to be the best
policy.
He says that while he
does not encourage such
things as fake IDs and
underage drinking, he
believes it is best for students to know exactly
what they are getting
into, and he tries to make
them aware of other
forms of entertainment
available to underage students.
Student ambassadors
also perform skits, which
deal with social issues
that new students are
likely to encounter while
attending Clemson.
"The issues that we
picked that we felt were
the most immediate for
freshman to start thinking
about
were
multiculturalism and diversity," says Ward,
"dealing with a lot of the
social issues like date
rape and AIDS, alcohol
and sexually transmitted
diseases."
The new students then
split into groups to discuss the skits.
Williams noted that
the skit about AIDS
seemed to have the greatest impact. Unlike the
other skits which are humorous, this skit is a
monologue which realistically portrays the concerns and problems an
AIDS victims faces everyday.
In order not to neglect
the transfer students, three
orientation days are set
aside specifically to address
their needs.
During this time, transfer students can have their
credits evaluated before the
fall semester starts and go
on to register for classes.
"There's a special meetingjust for transfer students
just so they can learn how
to negotiate the registration
system," said Ward.
After spending a summer
working with incoming
freshman, Williams says that
he sees the biggest problem
facing them is finding the
motivation to get involved
in activities and classes. He
says the really difficult part
is that they have to "take it
upon themselves to figure
out who they are."

Second Summer Issue
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Summer heat can't beat crime wave
ture top the summer po- Seneca, was arrested July
lice blotter. Everything 13 for contempt of court.
from forgery, and contempt CU magistrate Deborah
Summer seems to have of court to thefts of con- Culler ordered him placed
brought a slight lull in struction equipment and into custody during court
at the university police stacriminal activity on campus, vandalism.
tion.
Dwayne
Allen
Bryant,
a
but not a complete stop to
A cement mixer was reformer
Clemson
football
it.
CUPD has been busy player, was arrested July 1 ported stolen from the conworking on a few new cases, by CUPD after a man at- ference center construction
while wrapping up loose tempted to cash an altered site July 1. Employees of
ends and bookkeeping mat- university paycheck at Na- the Champion Constructers from the past school tions bank in Downtown tion Company noticed it
Clemson. Bryant had alleg- was missing from the site.
year.
In terms of cost, the most edly altered the amount of The mixer is valued at
expensive crime was the his paycheck from $214.30 $4500.
In other tool thefts, a
trashing of a lab in Jordan to $814.30, according to the
Hall. Jody Myers reported arrest warrant. Bryant was Black and Decker drill bethe malicious injury to real released on a $500 personal longing to The Facilities,
property after discovering recognizance bond until his Maintenance and Operations Department (FMO)
that a lab was entered and July 19 court date.
Kyle Dean Frischknecth was reported missing June
vandalized. An estimated
$3000 damage to specimens reported vandalism totaling 24. The drill is valued at
and microscope lenses oc- $100 to his vehicle, which $198.
Other small thefts make
curred, as well as the loss of was parked on Williamson
up the bulk of the remain$1200 in stolen office Rd.
In other police news, ing crimes. Samuel Chrisequipment.
Wilburn
Harper, Jr., 41, of topher Fleming reported
Crimes of an unusual na-

by Sean Cook
staff writer

New scholarship funded

by Cathy Brown
Staffwriter

The class of 1934 is raising
$100,000 to endow a scholarship in honor of the wives ofclass
members.
Ten years ago, when the class
of 1934 had their 50th reunion
the class took on the school's first
ever class project.
Ann Smith explained that,
"in honor of mat reunion the
class chose to give a gift back to
the University. The 50th anniversary raised enough money to
support two professorships here

on campus, so when their 55th
reunion came around, since
they'd been so successful with
their 50th reunion, they created
"The Wives of the '34 Scholarship Endowment."
She went on to explain that
since they had been so successful
.with both scholarships that they
decided to be the first class to
fund a presidental scholarship.
Raymond All, oneoftheclass
officers, remarked, "We would
suggest that all classes not only
plan to do something special for
their 50th anniversary, but also...
for their 60th reunion."

the theft of his wallet July
7. He reported that credit
cards, debit cards and $6 in
cash were in the wallet at
the time it was stolen from
Bryan Mall.
Ronald Barnett reported
the theft of his visitor hang
tag from the Sikes Hall lot

July 13.
Doreen Steiner Geddes
reported the theft of her
handicapped decal July 12
from the Daniel Hall lot.
Jennifer Lyn Byers reported
that
her
Roadmaster bike stolen
from Sanders Hall July 13.
The bike is valued at $100,
according to the police report.
Birmagidra Marie Gainor
reported her Walkman stolen from her car. The car
was parked on Fort Hill
Street at the time. In addition to the Walkman, $19
in cash was also taken.

Summer's Short, Stay Up Late!!
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Brand New and
only at Taco Bell
Come Try One Today!

For Rent
Eff.: $250/mo.
2 Bedroom Apts.: $400 to $540/mo.
3 Bedroom Apts.: $500 to $720/mo.
3 Bedroom Houses: $500 to $700/mo.
Slots (w/ utilities incl.): $275/mo.
Ask about other units for Fall occupancy.
Various furnished & unfurnished units
available now & for August.
Family Homes

654-5750

Robert N. Newton, Broker-in-Charge

1057 Tiger Blvd.

654-7746

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
1 and 2 Bedrooms $295 to $495
Swimming Pool'Tennis Court»Shuttle Service

Burton Properties
9 Locations:
Heritage Pointe Old Central Road
Heritage Station Lindsey Road
West Bank
Vicksburg
Wesley Street
College Street
Village Green

653-7717
After hours
654-3444 or
654-2412 or
657-2268

TJM:

Clemson's Guide
to
Entertainment
& the Arts
Second Summer Session
Clemson University, Clemson, South Carolina

Lion King Roars!

w
The Crow Sdtk.
Frente!
Collapsing Lungs
Infectious Grooves
The Proclaimers
&

King Missile

the Love Tonight" which features Joseph
Williams and Sally Dworsky.
The rich orchestral arrangements by
Hans Zimmer bring to mind the landscape
and culture of Africa. The orchestra is
joined by African voices that accentuate
the music without overpowering it. These
African vocalists were recorded by Zimmer
on a visit there just prior to the making of
the movie.
It is possible to imagine each scene by
listening to the music; therefore, I can only
assume that the actual movie will be just as
exciting. Zimmer, a pianist since he was
three years old, has an impressive list of
accomplishments. These include the scores
for Rain Man, Thelma & Louise, Regarding Henry, and Driving Miss Daisy .
photo courtesy The Walt Disney Company - used by permission
Grammy award winning lyricist Tim
Rice is responsible for the awe-inspiring
The cast of animated characters in Disney's new
lyrics of The Lion King . Again, Mr. Rice
smash hit The Lion King, now in cinemas everywhere. has managed to use words to accent the
beauty of music.
"Circle of Life," a powerful song from
Rice also wrote for Aladdin, Disney's
beginning to end, sets the mood for the most recent blockbuster movie, along with
soundtrack. The next song introduces Alan Menken. Throughout his career, Rice
Soundtrack
Simba, the main character, telling you how has teamed with other well-known artists,
WALT DISNEY RECORDS
he "Just Can't Wait to Be King." For all of such as Andrew Lloyd Webber, Marvin
you Disney music fans, this track can be Hamlisch, Paul McCartney, and Vangelis.
The vocal music was all written by pop
compared rhythmically to "Under the Sea"
star Elton John, whose career has spanned
from The Little Mermaid.
by Debbie Johnson
Jeremy Irons is a perfect voice for the more than twenty years. He is the only
staff critic
villain as he sings "Be Prepared," while the artist to have reached Billboard's Top 40
Aaaah! That's the first thing you hear humor of Cheech Marin, Whoopi Goldberg, for twenty-four consecutive years, surpassfrom The Lion King , and it doesn't stop and Jim Cummings offset Irons' character, ing Elvis Presley's record of twenty-three
there. Every track on this CD captures Scar. The final piece is the trademark
See LION, page 4
Disney love song entitled "Can You Feel
your attention and doesn't let go.

The Lion King

Traditions Scream for ice cream

Page 10

fry Kevin Creedon
staff critic
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Tom Hanks in
Forrest Gump
Speed
Page 11
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Clemson is full of age old traditions,
from running down the hill at home football games to living in Johnstone Hall as a
freshmen. Now there's a brand new tradition in the making. Traditions Dining Club
is the newest restaurant/bar in the Clemson area.
Traditions boasts a very large menu
with a wide variety to choose from. For
starters, their appetizer selection is the
largest in the Upstate. Entrees range from
beef selections, such as N.Y. strip and Tbone steak, to seafood, like grilled tuna
and fried catfish, as well as a variety of
chicken dishes. Traditions also features a
hickory smoking pit for their large number
of barbeque platters. All these meals are
surprisingly reasonably priced.
Don't be taken aside by its humble
exterior. Traditions offers much more on
the inside. A 40-foot, glass top, illuminated
bar houses an impressive selection of beverages and specialty drinks mixed by some
See TRADITIONS, page 3

Breyer's
Vienetta
****

by Sean Cook
staff critic
Lovers of rich ice cream and fine chocolate now have an exotic new way to
satisfy their sweet tooth. It's called Vienetta Premium Ice Cream from Breyer's.
My mother brought home the vanilla flavor about two weeks ago, and my family
promptly devoured it and went out to get some more. Since that time, i have tried
the vanilla, chocolate and mint flavors. Breyer's also offers a strawberry flavor, but
I've never really liked strawberries, so I skipped it (but I have no doubt that it is
as heavenly as the others.)
Okay, so there are lots of good ice creams out there. What makes Vienetta so
special?
Well, there are thin layers of chocolate woven into the framework of the ice
cream loaf. That's that main gimmick. Other than that, there are neat little swirlie
designs in the ice cream.
But that's not to say the taste is overwhelmingly simple. The ice cream and
chocolate melt into a rich, creamy froth in your mouth, and the result is sheer
ecstasy.
Vienetta is a bit expensive, costing roughly $2.50 for about a pint, but it is worth
it for a true chocolate lover. So, if you can't get enough chocolate (even in your
vanilla ice cream) go buy some Vienetta. You won't regret it.
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Infectious
Grooves
Rating System:
*****
****
***
**
*

The
Proclaimers
Hit The Highway
EMI
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*
fry Owen Parks
staff critic
Hey, do you remember watching the movie, Benny & Joon?
Well, the theme song, "I'm Gonna
Be (500 Miles)" was written by
these guys. You'd think The
Proclaimers are a really great
group, right? Well, when I think
about them, the term 'one hit
wonder' comes to mind. That's
really the only reason I can think
of that Craig and Charlie Reid
have experienced any degree of
sucess.
The Proclaimers would have
done incredibly well about thirty
years ago. But now, it's really
apparent that their musical style
is just beating a dead horse. The
style of the fifties was pretty much
used up, and these guys are really
scraping the bottom of the barrel
for music to slop onto CD's that
are only worthy of using as substitutes for clay pigeons. Let's
look at the title track. It says,"Your
way/No way/ Do it my way/ Or
hit the highway" Come on, if you
want to listen to that kind of crap,
you can stay up until four in the
morning and order some TimeLife CD set from an old guy that's
hooked up to a respirator and
lapses into a coma every chance
he gets.
Another thing that made me
contemplate suicide when I heard
this were the heavy religious
themes they crammed into these
songs. For a while, I thought
these guys were ministers with
too much time on their hands.
First of all, I was not too impressed with the song "I Want To
Be A Christian," a gospel song
that was written around 40 years
ago. Save it for Sunday morning,
guys. "Let's Get Married" also
made me sick. As they put it, that
song "celebrates marraige and
long-term domestic bliss." Get real.
Today a song with that title would
probably celebrate anguish and
long-term domestic violence. Well,
maybe not, but still I just couldn't
get it out of my head that they
were preaching to me. I get
enough of that walking around
campus, and I sure don't want to
hear it when I lie down and relax
for a few minutes. Maybe the
group Stryper had a hand in this
whole deal. I couldn't stand them,
either. Please don't hold a candlelight vigil outside my window,
because I do have some small
sliver of religion floating around
in me. I just get really annoyed
when some of the things that
bother me about it follow me
outside of church, jump out of my
stereo, and attack me when I least
expect it. Did I go off on a tangent
there?
The only thing I really liked
about The Proclaimers is the fact
that they weren't afraid to piss

Superior
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor

me off to the point where I need
to go buy a machine gun and take
out a K-Mart. Their music is really
focused on values that would
make anyone's parents think that
they are joining a convent, and
not run around drunk and stupid.
I found that very admirable. On
the other hand, when I listen to
music, I like to be surrounded by
the thoughts of my generation,
and not two guys babbling about
how cool the fifties were.
So, I guess if you are dying to
hear The Proclaimers, go get the
CD with "I'm Gonna Be (500
Miles)" on it. Otherwise, don't
waste your money on Hit The
Highway. You'll probably wind
up breaking it in half just to see
what's really inside a CD.

Frente!
Marvin the Album
MAMMOTH/ATLANTIC

Iry D. Linsey Wisdom
news editor
Frente!'s jump into the music
scene is being met with considerable success for the band's first
full length album. The Australian
quartet comes up from the underground scene down under. They
have been playing since 1988 and
formed a following quickly with
their first release "Labour of
Love."
Angie Hart (vocals), Simon
Austin (guitar, vocals, programming), Tim O'Conner (bass), and
Alistair Barden (drums) leave the
listener somewhere between feelings of total isolation and total
acceptance. Hart has a demure
voice all of her own that draws
you into her world of despondency and takes you into the
realm of innocence verses experience.
The album's sound is an airy
acoustical jazz. There is a rhythm
with most of the songs that leave
you humming the music long after you have been listening to the
album. They definitely achieve
Hart's hopes of being "anti-rock."
The music isn't weighted down
by the heavier sounds associated
with many of the bands today.
The sound is a unique blend.
As for the songs... first impression: another surface band that
gains popularity by another cute
little vocalist. Second impression:
Whoa! was that actually depth
and meaning in a song? Listening
to the album for about the thirtieth time in a row (consecutively)
I still get a different impression of
each song. The songs that seem
so light switch to dark and the
"surface" songs are suddenly the
ones that captivate me into thinking a little bit more about what is
really going on. Their complexity
comes with their simplicity. Like
Hart says, "Once you've said something, you've said it. Things start
to lose impact if you elaborate to
much." You can buy the album
for the different sound and catchy
rhythms but I would buy the
album for the lyrics.

Groove Family Cyco
EPIC RECORD GROUP

***
by L. Clator Butler, Jr.
interim Time-Out editor
More high-bred, high-octane
jams are out from one of the
worthiest funk-thrash bands of
the 90s. The Infectious Grooves
have done it again, only stronger
and with a more focused attitude.
Released on CBS records, Groove
Family Cyco has ear-blowing
tracks similar to Dweezil Zappa's
music.
The Infectious Grooves are
comprised of singer Mike Muir
and thumping bassist Robert
Trujilio, Pa and Ma respectively in
the Groove Family, both famed in
the Suicidal Tendencies. Guitarists Dean Pleasants and Adam
Siegel (Uncle Ervil and Cousin
Randy) compliment each other as
one masters thrash and the other
masters funk.
The Infectious Grooves have a
new addition to the groove family:
teenage drumming prodigy Bruce
Wackerman (LiF Jr.) Not even
able to vote yet, Wackerman (who
incidentally is the younger brother
of drummer Chad Wackerman,
who toured with Zappa for years
in the 80s) puts forth an aggressive rhythm core that makes this
groovalistic release the most solid
album yet.
Aladdin
Sarsippius
Sulemanagic Jackson III, the hilarious lizard funkmeister who
brought the first two Infectious
Grooves albums to the forefront
has either taken hiatus, or has
been put on temporary assignment. Groove Family Cyco contains none of the hysterical
ramblings of the "world-renown
reptilian lover." Instead, focus is
put creating an album with strong
rhythms and powerful funk.
The album is still not an attempt at seriousness, but is fun on
a more professional level. Just
beware of Cousin Randy...he's a
bit on the crazy side.

Collapsing
Lungs
Colorblind
ATLANTIC RECORDS

WMMft
fry Sandeep Chellapilla
staff critic
"Collapsing Lungs
What a horrible way to die
To suffocate from the inside
Gasping for another breath
Struggling to survive"
- Brian Tutunick, lead vocals
This seven-piece band actually
combines industrial, hardcore
punk, metal and I am not kidding - Hip-Hop!!
Don't get me wrong - they do it
well. They have played alongside
Rage Against The Machine,
Smashing Pumpkins and Infectious Grooves -displaying their
range by bagging Best Rap honors two years (South Florida Rock
awards), Best Drummer this year
as well as being nominated in the
Best Hardcore category of
Florida's Jammy awards.
OK, so what's all this hype
about? A shredding rhythm section, wall o' noise guitar and scrap
metal percussion

En route to finding their own
sound from the first ranting of
Tutunick (as a part of the hardcore
group Distant Anger) and his
subsequent team-up with guitarist Pete Gross and drummer Chris
Goldbach -the band assembled a
homemade percussion instrument, named the Crime Unit after
its operator, Crime Cassara. In
the words of Brian, "The Crime
Unit looks like an abstract art
piece. Its made of motorcycle and
car parts, mufflers, saw blades
and chains - all these things
having been chosen for their tonal
value."
Produced by the band and
Daryl Scott, Colorblind is a spitin-the-face of ultra-conservative
"take-no-prisoners" leftists and
racists. Such tunes as "Crackerjack"-the hyped-up chant-along
that is the EP's first radio trackand "Let's play a game," an eerie
jeremiad, are punctuated by the
samples of Chris Nicholas and
become anthems for the dispossessed.
What's remarkable about this
band is their belief in their power
to convey a message and their
sense of purpose - a somewhat
rare quality for a punk/hardcore
group. "We don't preach. We are
just saying - 'Think for yourself ".
Synth player Kyle "Embryo "
Heinrich provides old-school hiphop/jazz/R&B flavor while bassist Mark Carpenter brings the
funk. The group has backed up
their beliefs with action - organizing Hurricane relief concerts and
playing benefits and rallies for
Greenpeace, AIDS charities and
PETA among others. This is a
group which gives a strong voice
for the weak and the oppressed.
As Gross says - "The ultimate
future for us would be for people
all over the world to feel some
positive aggression through our
music, something that would enable them to have inner strength.
That's a very strong statemant for
empowerment, and is a very good
reason to check this album out.

The Crow
Soundtrack
ATLANTIC RECORDS

b;y Grant Gongloff
staff critic
Released simultaneously with
the movie, The Crow Soundtrack
gives the listener an audial experience that parallels the movie's
chaotic and emotional themes.
Since many of the tracks were
written for specific scenes in the
film it is easy to feel the intensity
in the crusade by our hero Eric
Draven, played by the late Brandon Lee, to avenge the deaths of
both himself and his fiancee.
In the adaptation of James
O'Barr's book The Crow, director Alex Proyas changes the profession of Draven from construction worker to guitarist in a band
called Hangman's Joke and pits
him," against the criminal underworld of a futuristic city of fear."
O'Barr's message: "Love transcends death."
The soundtrack for this film is
unique in that music was the
inspiration for both the novel and
the movie. O'Barr himself is a
vocalist/guitarist/keyboardist in
his own band Trust Obey, a selfdescribed "Big Black-ish combo."
One of the songs that motivated
O'Barr the most was Joy Division's
"Dead Souls" which Nine Inch
Nails re-worked for the movie.
Notables on the soundtrack

are The Cure's "Burn", Stone
Temple Pilots' "Big Empty" (I'm
not a big STP fan but I thought
I'd include them for the MTV
crowd.), the Violent Femmes with
"Color Me Once", Rollins Band's
"Ghostrider",
Helmet's
"Milktoast", and The Jesus and
Mary Chain's "Snakedriver."
You'll also find Machines of Loving Grace, Rage Against the Machine, Pantera, For Love Not Lisa,
My Life With the Thrill Kill Kult,
Medicine, and Jane Siberry.
Jane Siberry's song, "It Can't
Rain All the Time," is an emotional addition to compliment the
11 year-old girl, Sarah, who gets
involved with Draven's quest for
vengeance. The song ends the
album on a powerful note.
I personally like Helmet's
score, it brings out a good side to
their music, and the Rollins Band's
"Ghostrider" is a cover of a song
by the NYC synth-punk duo Suicide butsounds like a good Henry
Rollins score.
This album is just boiling over
with good music and to single out
certain songs tends to leave the
impression that the other stuff is
just mediocre. This album is for
everyone in that it's variety covers a broad range of tastes but
one should be wary of the strength
of the music. You won't be disappointed with this one. (Oh yeah,
be nice to crows.)

King Missile
King Missile
ffMftf*
by Dan Winans
staff critic
King Missile's sixth album,
their third with Atlantic, is brilliant. The players, John S. Hall,
Dave Rick, Chris Xefos, and Roger
Murdock. manage to keep being
funny and playing good music at
the same time. John's insanely
funny lyrics come to life on this
self-titled album and Chris, Dave,
and Roger's musical creativity and
originality really complement
John's wit throughout.
John comments that "Love
Is..." and "Let's Have Sex" are the
result of writing about love, which
he feels is an important topic, and
that he thinks he's finally got it
right. He has. King Missile spans
an entire realm of musical diversity with pop-esque "Open Up,"
and "What If," hard rock metallish
"Pigs Will Fly," "Socks," and
"Lies," rocky, jazzy, noisy fusions
"Let's Have Sex," and "These
People," and "The Dishwasher,"
a sort of delirious monologue
with a killer soundtrack. Guitarist Dave hits the spotlight on
"King David's Dirge," a screamin'
instrumental. "King David's
Dirge" is just beyond words, at
least with my limited vocabulary.
"Wind Up Toys" poses an excellent question that kinda makes
you think: "If most of us were
wind-up toys could we trust the
few of us that weren't to wind us
up when necessary? I think not."
In a silly sort of way, John poses
many probing questions about
our society in his songs, without
sounding like some crappy Canadian pseudo-political-comedy
troupe like Moxy Fruvous. Ugh.
If you've heard any of King
Missile's other albums, you know
about what to expect. It's original
stuff, but the general style and
purpose is consistent. King Missile is a brilliant totem to what the
band stands for, and to their quest
to "reach people who have feelings similar to [theirs]."
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Speed

Traditions Opens
from page 9

b;y Lou Potenza
staff critic

Forrest Gump
by Terr; Rumer
staff critic
If Tom Hanks made you cry in
Philadelphia, he'll make you laugh
in Forrest Gump, the heartwarming story of a special little boy
floating through life creating
greatness. Coming out of an
Oscar winning role, Hanks meets
expectations and masters his character of low intelligence and high
integrity.
This screenplay adaption of
the Winston Groom novel is directed by Robert Zemekis, well
known for the Back to the Future
movies. Forrest Gump also travels through time, yet not in a car,
in the mind of a man; Forrest
Gump.
Forrest takes us back to the
fifties when he taught Elvis how
to dance. During the sixties he
takes us through his All-American year as a football player for
Alabama, his years in Vietnam
and then to a peace rally in Washington, DC. When we get to the
seventies he talks about investing in "some fruit company,"
Apple Computer Company, which
ends up paying off for Forrest.
When the early eighties hits, we
hear about a new virus that no
one knows anything about and
will surely result in death.
Through creative editing we
see actual footage of Forrest with
President Kennedy. During his
life he also stumbles across President Johnson, President Nixon

"Die Hard on a bus" screams
the quote on the trailer for Speed
and John Lennon all on screen and admittedly, it is. There is one
with Forrest.
difference though, this movie has
Throughout the entire movie, Keanu Reeves as its leading man.
there are four very special people He's like a guy happily stoned on
who touch Forrest's life. Sally his over-taxed brain cells. He walks
Field portrays his mother, a around in a sweet-spirited fog but
woman we don't see too much of he looks good doing it.
but feel her presence by the inspiIn Speed, Reeves takes a stab
rational lessons she taught at being an action hero and he
Forrest. Robin Wright, the prin- doesn't miss. The film follows the
cess from the Princess Bride, is action movie formula but it maForrest's princess, not always by nipulates the equation so skillhis side but always on his mind. fully, with such a canny mixture
Gary Senise plays Lieutenant Dan of delirium and restraint, that I
from Vietnam. He and Forrest go left the theater with a sense of
through some of there best and accomplishment; every thrill had
worst times together. Finally, been earned.
Mykelti Williamson plays Bubba,
The film takes place in Los
a shrimper by birth, who is' Angeles where a psycho terrorist
Forrest's friend in the army.
(Dennis Hopper) attaches a bomb
Forrest Gump is a fascinating to the bottom of a public bus.
story with a comedic undertone Once the bus reaches a speed of
that will touch everyone. Along 50 miles an hour, it can longer
with a great movie is a soundtrack dip below 50-or the bomb will go
covering everything from the fif- off. Jack Traven (Reeves), an
ties to the eighties. Good movie, LAPD officer working on SWAT
good actors, good music; I loved detail, maneuvers himself on
it! "And that's all I have to say board, explaining the situation to
See Speed, page 12
about that".

of the most skilled bartenders.
Nightly entertainment features
music varieties that range from
40's Big Band and jazz in the
likes of Glen Miller and Duke
Ellington to beach music (a
true shagger's delight) and
country and western, which
appeal to most of the misical
tastes in the area. The beautiful-yet-rustic hardwood dance
floor is enhanced by a state-ofthe-art sound system powered
by Yamaha and Mitsubishi
equipment and filtered
through a BOSE theater sound
system. You cannot miss the
cathedral ceilings and the 160-

gallon fish tanks which add
to the restaurant's atmosphere.
Located only minutes
from Clemson on Coneross
Creek Road in Seneca just
beyond Occonee point, Traditions is sure to accomedate
people of all tastes and ages.
They are "alive til five" on
Friday nights when other
places in the area opt to
close at two in the morning.
With a wonderful new selection of choice, it's time for
you to make Traditions a
new part of your weekly tradition.

Big changes for Time-Out
this Fall... keep watching

For Rent
Under Construction
(Available for Fall)
Live in beautiful luxury at

Ole Towne Square
2, 3, &4 bedroom units
Range, ref., dishwasher, microwave <St
washer-drver included.
Family Homes
654-5750
Robert N. Newton, Broker-in-Charge

BBlBOS

FOOTHILLS PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
Please tell order person which coupon you
are using. Deep Dish counts as a topping.

FOR RENT

2+2 Pepsi Deal

Large two-topping Pizza

• Daniel Square, furn., 2 BED,
2 BTH, (1 BLK*), $800.
• Sloan Street, furn, 2 BED,
2.5 BTH, (2 BLKS*), $940.
• Creekside, 3 BED, 1.5 BTH,
Town House, (1 mile*), $600.
• Fort Hill Commons, furn., 2
BED, 2.5 BTH, Town House,
(5 BLKS*), $600.
• Freedom .CVvi £,* ^ED, 1.5 BTH,
TowEfeu!e?(o BLKS*), $400
• Colony House, furn., 2 BED,
1.5 BTH, Town House
(8 BLKS*) $500.

Plus 2 Liter Pepsi, 7-Up or Diet Pepsi

• Chadsworth, 2 BED, 2 BTH,
W/D, Pool, (8 BLKS*), $550.
• University Place, 4 BED, 2 BTH,
furn, H2O, (8 BLKS*), $940.
• University Ridge, furn., pool,
2 BED, 2 BTH, (1 BLK*), $940.
• Oak Court, 2 BED, 1 BTH,
(7 BLKS*), $350.
• Hamiliton Place, 3 BED, 2 BTH
house, (5 Mi*), $600.
• Finle\ ?t'o?C'2 1JED, 1 BTH,

ONLY $10.50
Plus Tax

Not valid with other special*

Expire* 8/31/94

Two Medium Pizzas
With Two Toppings
ONLY $X0.95 Plus tax
Not valid with other specials

(3WM*V$400.

Expires 8/31/94

Calzone -+- Small Garden Salad -+12 oz. Soft Drink or 16 Oz. Tea

• Cochran Road, 3 BED, 2 BTH,
Spacious & Quiet, (8 BLKS*), $600.

ONLY $5.75 Plus tax
Expires 8/31/94

Not valid 'with other specials

-Approximate distance from CU
Some prices may be negotiable. We have a number of students
interested in finding roommates. Call for information.

654-1000

20" Party Pizza with one topping
PLUS a 2 Liter Drink for only

$11.95 Plus tax
Not valid with other specials

Expircs8/3 1 /94

Located next to BI-LO on Hwy 93

1017 TIGER BLVD.

Bobby Hopkins, 654-8558

PARTY PIZZA
SPECIAL

Paige Lee (BIC) 654-4283

llilWIIWnillMHff

654-1103

|
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Disney makes
magic again

Stuttering John

from page 9

Stuttering John
ATLANTIC

years.
The Lion King is not the first
movie for which John has worked
on the soundtrack. Days of Thunder, Rocky V, and Young Guns
II also contain John's work. The
three tracks performed by Elton
John are "Circle of Life," "I Just
Can't Wait to Be King," and "Can
You Feel the Love Tonight."
These have additional lyrics not
heard on the tracks used in the
movie which make them appealing to adults as well has children.
However, the soundtrack would
have been just as enjoyable without these extra vocals.
The Lion King soundtrack is
a fun and exciting collection of
music that tells the story of a

fr
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***
fry Grant Gongloff
staff critic

Give it up for our latest budding rock group, Stuttering John!
Born of it's founder and lead
singer, John Melendez, Stutteryoung lion's coming of age. I ing John's self-titled debut album
would strongly recommend this comes across strong and hard
as one to add to your private with very little left to the imagination.
collection.
Howard Stern fans will defiThe Lion King is currently
nitely
recognize John Melendez
playing at Seneca Cinemas 6 on
as
the
Stuttering
John best known
the 123 by-pass with matinee
for "knocking celebrities of all
and nighttime shows.
stripes off their pedestals with his
go-for-the-jugular interviews."
Obviously Melendez is riding his
media fame onto the musical
scene.
from page 11
Melendez is listed as the vocalist/guitarist, with Bill Titus on
the guitar and backing vocals,
the terrified passengers and break the tension but the
Bruce Valero on the drums, and
putting one of them, the feisty funniest concept has to be
the bassist position still open for
Annie (Sandra Bullock), in Reeves as the fearless hero
applications. The result is a lot of
charge of driving.
with the blank expression.
guitars and vocals with a heavy
Jack now has to defuse the He looks to dazed to be condrum beat minus the bass which
bomb. But his main priority is cerned about what is hapequals VERY LOUD. Melendez
making sure the bus keeps pening around him.
moving-zipping onto the
wrote or co-wrote all of the music
As Howard Payne, Hopshoulder and around the sides per is an incredible loon. He's
and each song reflects some asof freeway jams, zigzagging the perfect maniac for this
pect of his life and personality.
through urban roadways, soar- movie, which delivers at evHis graduation from New York
ing over the 20-foot gap in an ery level. It too bad Payne
University's Film School left him
unfinished bridge.
looking for a way to get his music
didn't put the bomb on a
Reeves helps to hold the train, it would be great to
career off the ground. By internmovie together, developing a hear Hopper say, "It's on a
ing on The Howard Stern Show
character all his own. The freight train, Choo-Choo,
he hoped to gain some much
movie has a few laughs to baby! Choo-Choo!"
needed publicity for his current
JJ band's work. What resulted was
♦♦»♦»♦♦♦<>»>»»♦♦♦»♦♦»♦
►»»♦»»♦»»»♦»»»♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦»♦♦♦
»♦»»>»»»♦♦♦

Better watch your Speed

Walk-ln's Always Welcome

$2.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

NEXT
NEXT
NEXT
NEXT

HAIRCUT
PERM
COLOR SERVICE
FACIAL

Come Experience Something Wonderful
The Repechage Facial System, The Four-Layer Facial

rapidly spreading infamy as a noholds-barred interviewer. His most
famous question to-date is the
internationally televised query of
Gennifer Flowers: "Did Governor
Clinton wear a condom?"
After much disappointment in
searching for a record contract,
Melendez's popularity finally
came through for him when he
was signed on with Atlantic
records. With the help of Randy
Cantor (producer for The Temptations and Aerosmith) and

The Go Figures
Shockbox
EARWURM MUSIC

b} Sean Cook
staff critic
This Athens, Ga quartet
played Edgar's last semester in
a benefit concert for the WestEast Foundation to raise money
for AIDS awareness organizations. Shockbox has 9 tracks
full of fast track energy and
hypnotic lyrics. Lead singer
David Ferguson has a compelling voice with a dark hypnotic

Butcher Brother Phil Nicolo (mixing for Urge Overkill and Billy
Joel), Melendez has shown that
his talent transcends off-the-wall
interviews.
The album is entertaining in
it's raw energy and natural talent.
What bothered me about it was
the repetitiveness of the music
and lack of distinction between
songs. Much of what you hear are
rehashed lyrics that have supposedly been applied to John's personal experiences.
Overall, Stuttering John has
potential and for a debut album
the band has certainly surpassed
expectations.
edge. Comparisons could be
drawn to Pearl Jam's Eddie
Vedder, but it would be insulting to Ferguson. He's obviously more talented than
Seattle's best-known pseudoangst boy. Guitarist Ted
Grauch plucks some catchy
riffs while Paul Wells (bass)
and Scott Nutt (drums) give
the songs a strong backbone
and steady-rocking pace.
With compelling, energetic
and extremely catchy songs,
the Go Figures should catch a
much wider audience with this
album. Look for the band next
time you're in the Athens area
and be sure to watch Edgar's
for a return next semester.

Woodhaven
Club
Goif
S03-646-51S4

Cherry St, Pendleton "1 1/2 miles East of the Square"
THE LIGHTS ARE ON!
$6.50 regular price...$l .00 off w/ this ad! valid thru 9/1/94
Executive 9 Hole Course • Driving Range • Pro Shop

For Rent
Eff., I,2,3,ck4 bedroom
Apartments & Houses
(Furnished &. Unfurnished)

Family Homes
Robert N. Newton, Broker-in-Charge

654-5750

Your skin will be strikingly revitalized and rehydrated with added elasticity and smoother texture. Fine
lines will virtually be eliminated and a radiant long-lasting afterglow will remain. Praised by top
publication and TV shows, found exclusively at Haircutters^

Michael Williams, Hair Designer & Makeup Artist
Exp. Sept. 30,1994
► must have coupon to receive offer

j^^rrhomas has just arrived

College Place Mall
~"^^
405-150 College Ave • Clemson, SC 29631
„ A,, AAA

atHaircuttersll

?♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦»♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦» ♦♦♦♦♦******niii!mii!^ii-.

Liirurttittn

IMJUWlXIXi
A Student Community
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 bedroom/2 bath; completely furnished
Washer, and dryer in each unit
Shuttle bus during regular semester
Swimming pool and volleyball court
Special 2 tenant leases
Summer session rentals

FALL '94 SEMESTER LEASES NOW AVAILABLE
Call Greg and reserve the apartment of your choice

654-3263

August Graduates!
You may order your class ring now at
the Art and Engineering Counter in
the Bookstore.
95 Hours Required
$35.00 Deposit Required

Tiger Fact

Gray returns to the court, page 15

$rts

The Clemson
baseball program
has had 100 players
signed by major
league teams, with 20
of those players
making it to the
majors.
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Inside Sports

Clemson University, Clemson, South Carolina

Baseball in East
Regional, page 14
Seegars and Smith
leave camp, page
15
New swimming
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Wright drafted by Philadelphia

Called
strike

by Lou Potenza
staff writer

m^
Lou Potenza
staff writer
It's so sad when the top baseball
story concerns labor disputes and
salary caps instead of home runs
and pennant races.
Baseball now looks to have its
eighth work stoppage in 22 years.
Why? Money, of course!
The players have a bunch, the
owners have more and there is the
trouble. The owners, who claim to
be losing money but obviously
aren't when you look at the value
of the franchises, want a salary
cap. You know, like the NBA and
the NFL have. The players think
that stinks.
They want a higher minimum
salary, from $109,000 to between
$175,000 and $200,000, to return
the period for salary arbitration to
two years instead of three and NO
salary cap.
Whose right? Does it really matter? $200,000 to play baseball
seems a little high for a minimum
but not when you look at the salaries of most of the other players.
I'd take $109,000, but that's just
me. The salary cap seems to make
sense, but I can also see the players' side. I wish I didn't have to
look at this labor thing at all
though.
There will be a strike and all
baseball fans will suffer. Ken
Griffey Jr. and Frank Thomas racing to 62 homers in the American
League, Jeff Bagwell and Matt
Williams doing the same in the
National League will be put on
hold because of the all-mighty dollar.
The divisional battles will all be
useless if the strike lasts too long.
I have heard reports that a strike
late in the season will cause the
cancellation of the playoffs and
the World Series.
The worse part about it is, whatever compromise is finally reached
will cause problems in about four
or five years. Then we'll have to go
through this all over again. If baseball keeps this up, maybe soccer
does have a chance in this country.
I mean, the World Cup drew
more people than ever before and
the television ratings were a huge
hit. We all know that CBS lost a
ton of cash on their old baseball
deal and the ratings this year aren't
exactly the best.
Whatever the case, I hope this
thing doesn't take too long. Despite the complaints that the game
is boring and long, I, along with
millions of others love baseball.
Hopefully, the men in charge of
this mess can assure that strikes in
the future will not be an option.
Since money is involved though, it
is highly doubtful.

Sharone Wright had a pretty good
idea he'd be among the top eight players selected during thejune 29th NBA
draft, but he admitted that he didn't
rest easy until the Philadelphia 76ers
called his name, making him the sixth
pick overall.
Wright played three seasons for the
Tigers and becomes the school's most
highly drafted basketball player.
Horace Grant had held the honor since
1987 when the Chicago Bulls made
him the 10th pick overall.
"This feels like I'm on cloud nine,
ready for cloud 10," Wright said from
the Hoosier Dome. "I know this sounds
phony, but this is a life-long dream.
Until you experience it, you never
know the feeling.
"It was very nerve-racking, waiting
to be picked. It was like a chess game.
I knew that if Philly didn't pick me,
Sacramento would."
Wright averaged 15.4 points, 10.6
rebounds and 2.3 blocked shots per
game last season as a junior. He became only the second player in school
history to record more than 500 points
and 300 rebounds in a season.
He leaves Clemson as its fourthleading career rebounder and he also
led the Atlantic Coast Conference in
blocked shots his first two seasons.
Wright, at 6-foot-ll, 264 pounds,
played center at Clemson but is expected to be used at power forward by
the 76ers. Philadelphia already has 7-6
Shawn Bradley at center and 6-9
Clarence Weatherspoon at another
forward.
"I will have to get used to playing
power forward but in my mind that is
my natural position because I am
quick," Wright said. "I'm a good shotblocker and I have a medium-range
jump shot."
Clemson's other first-round draft
picks include Dale Davis, Elden
Campbell, Larry Nance and Tree
Rollins.

file photo

Sharone Wright, shown here dunking against Georgia
Tech, was taken sixth by the Philadelphia 76ers in this
year's draft. He became the highest drafted Tiger in
history.

Golfers take ninth at NCAA's
by Lou Potenza
staff writer
The Tiger golf team finished up a
successful 1994 campaign with a ninthplace finish in the NCAA championships at Stonebridge Country Club in
McKinney, Texas.
Never in Clemson's 13 previous
NCAA championship tournaments
had the Tigers posted such impressive
team and individual numbers.
The Tigers' 1151 four-day total,
which left them one under par, was
CU's best ever by two shots. Meanwhile, senior Mark Swygert set singleround (65) and tournament (277, 11under par) marks.
Swygert's third-place finish matched
Thump Delk's 1993 Clemson-best finish.
That didn't stop coach Larry Penley
from thinking about what might have
been for his Tigers. Despite their

record performance, the Tigers finished ninth, well behind front-runners
Stanford, Texas, Florida and Oklahoma State.
"Nobody ever expected the scores
to be this low," said Penley. "The scores
those other teams shot should take
nothing away from the fact that our
guys went out and did a great job."
This is not to say that CU had the
perfect tournament, as they had faltering finishes the first two days of the
tournament. The Tigers did nothing
to tarnish their reputation as of the
nation's elite collegiate golf programs,
however.
"We played well, and there was tremendous pressure to play well," Penley
said. "This golf course was not remotely easy. But with this bunch of
players, it's getting to be like the PGA.
With perfect greens, perfect fairways
and no wind, they're going to go out
there and score."
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Clemson was able to compete with
the field and remain in contention.
"We had chances to get down and
get frustrated, but we didn't — and
that's a tribute to their grit and determination," Penley said. "I was tickled
with the way they played and the way
they finished."
Penley sees the tournament experience as being a positive one for his
three returning starters — freshman
Richard Coughlan and sophomores
Mike Byce and Tommy Biershenk.
"Richard had a tremendous tournament — steady all week," Penley said.
"The experience was good for Mike
and Tommy because they're guys we're
going to be counting on for the next
two years.
"They played well - Mike hit it
really good all week and if he'd made
some putts he'd have been right up
see RHCOkD, page 16

Second Summer session
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Tigers ousted by Auburn, 11-5 in East Regional
"Clemson didn't hit the ball
as well as they're capable of
hitting it, but they took advanClemson's run towards tage of every possible situaOmaha came to end in a sur- tion to score runs," said Citadel coach Fredjordan. "That's
prising location, Tiger Field.
Auburn ended the Tigers' what a No.l team does."
The win over The Citadel
title hopes with an 11-5 victory
set
a meeting with the Fightin the NCAA Eastern
Regionals. With Clemson, the ing Irish of Notre Dame.
The Irish shocked CU with
No.l seed, hosting the event,
an
8-1 upset that dropped the
a trip to the College World
Tigers
into the loser's bracket
Series seemed the next step
for CU. The consensus No. 1 of the Regional.
For the second straight
Tigers found out that their
game,
the Tigers' bats were
magical ride had come to a
silenced
— this time by Notre
crashing halt, sooner than exDame
junior
Tim Kraus.
pected.
"Notre Dame got some hits
The Regional opened up
well for the Tigers who were and scored some runs early
able to grind a 5-1 victory out and got us into a pressing situation," said Leggett. "This is
over The Citadel.
Clemson managed to beat the first time all season we've
the Bulldogs by making the played against a team that had
most out of six hits, sparkling a little more bounce in their
defense, seven stolen bases and step than we had.
"They were more aggreseight strong innings from
sive, and we pretty much got
Andy Taulbee.
"We had to manufacture what we deserved."
"Sometimes when you're
our runs, and we did," said
Clemson coach Jack Leggett. hosting a regional you feel like
"We didn't swing the bats well you have to win," said Irish
at all, but we did some other coach Pat Murphy. "The papers all say this is an easy rethings pretty well."
The Tigers were able to capi- gional [for Clemson], and
talize on five Citadel errors that'sjust ridiculous.. .Clemson
for three runs and ran at will was pressing at the end."
The Tigers met up with Old
against Bulldog backstopjohn
Dominion
in the next round
Cribb.
Shane Monahan collected and Jason Dawsey was the difhalf of Clemson's six hits and ference.
"He's a bulldog, and the
stole three bases. Taulbee albulldog
came out today — he
lowed six hits, walked none
and gave up only a first-inning gave us exactly what we
run before being relieved by needed," said Leggett after
Scott Winchester in the ninth. Dawsey pitched CU to a 6-1

by Lou Potenza
staff writer

file photo

Jeff Sauve pitched solid relief against Notre
Dame but it wasn't enough as CU fell, 8-1.
third-round victory.
"Jason's a tremendous competitor, he throws strikes and
he's our best fielding pitcher.
We needed all of that today."
Dawsey, who had struggled

in his previous two starts, allowed eight hits and one run
while pitching Clemson's third
complete game of the season.
Clemson made the most of
Dawsey's pitching and seven

hits.
Twice the Tigers got tworun hits on 0-2 pitches. Mike
Eydenberg drilled the ball over
the left fielder's head for a
double in the first inning, and
then Mike Hampton punched
a single in the hole between
the third baseman and the
shortstop in the fourth.
"We didn't do a very good
job of pitching to advantage
counts," said ODU coach Pat
McMahon.
This set up a fourth round
match-up with the Auburn
Tigers.
For the Tigers from Clemson, itjust wasn't meant to be.
Auburn scored early and
often and easily defeated
Clemson 11-5. Auburn went
on to claim the East Regional's
bid to Omaha by shutting out
Notre Dame in the tournament finale, completing an
unbeaten regional sweep.
"We just couldn't hold Auburn down," said Leggett.
"They're an outstanding offensive ball club. They ripped
some good pitches, put the
ball in play, and put a lot of
pressure on us right from the
beginning.
"I felt if we could hold them
to five or six runs, then we
might score some runs too.
But we let it get away from us."
Adding a bit to the Tigers'
disappointment was the fact
that Miami, Georgia Tech and
Florida State, whom the Tigers held an 84 record against,
all advanced to the College
World Series.
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Gray begins rehabilitation
by Lou Potenza
staff writer
Some good news has come
out of this second summer
session concering the Clemson basketball team.
Devin Gray has begun a sixweek rehabilitation program
in Greeville, with doctors giving him a better-than even
chance of playing college basketball again.
Gray said he is prepared to
follow doctors' orders,
whether they say to play, wait
a year or walk away from the
game. He said he would be
willing to sign a waiver that
would spare Clemson some of
its legal liabilities.
The rising senior power
forward described his April 4
heart attack as "a freak accident."
His doctors, he said, "don't
think it will happen again, but
there's always a chance it might
happen again. Basically, I have
a very good chance of playing
again, with me conditioning
well and letting the heart rebuild itself."
He is unsure of the exact
chance that his doctors give
him of playing again.
"They didn't break it down
in percentages, but they said
it's more a good chance of me
playing again and living a
healthy life than having problems later on," he said.
Gray mentioned that he has
been playing pick-up basketball for the past two weeks
with teammates and friends at
Clemson, exerting himself for
occasional dunks, monitoring
his own pulse and feeling no
pains in his chest.
He acknowledged that he
needs to improve his strength
and stamina and that is the
purpose of the six-week program of running, swimming
and weight-lifting, which he is
beginning at the HeartLife
Center of the Greenville Hospital System.
"After six weeks, they'll take
me off my pills and do a stress
test," he said.
"Then I'll have regular workouts with the team, and then
just before the season starts,
they'll do a stress test again

Write
sports
for The
, Tiger.
Call
Mike or
Lou at
6561651.
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Seegars, Smith
leave NFL camps
by Lou Potenza
staff writer
Former Clemson AllAmerican Stacy Seegars has
left the training camp of the
Seattle Seahawks and is going to give up football.
Seegars is apparently going to enroll in fall semester
classes and complete his undergraduate degree in
parks, recreation and tour-

ered a long shot to make
the team.
"We had no indication
whatsoever that football
wasn't in his plans," said
Randy Mueller, Seattle's
director of scouting.
Several publications
listed Seegars as the top
offensive guard in the nation before the '93 season.
He was named a consensus
All-American this past year.
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Terry Smith

Stacy Seegars

file photo

Devin Gray, shown here against Georgia Tech,
has begun a six-week rehabilitation program.
He is hoping to be able to play for CU this
season.
and take me off another pill.
Then I'd be cleared to play, if
everything goes well."
The decision will probably
be made the week of Oct. 8,
according to Clemson spokesman Tim Bourret. The Tigers
begin practice on Oct. 15.
Gray said he expects to continue taking blood thinners to
avoid another blood clot like
the one that scarred a small
portion of the lower right
chamber of his heart.
The medication makes him
feel drained, he said, but doctors tell him he will adjust.
"The blood thinners shouldn't
slow me down at all."
Gray said that if he is not in
good condition by the start of
practice, he will consider sitting out this season and re-

turning in 1995. He also said
he has prepared himself for
the worst — although he does
not expect it.
"If someone highly experienced in this knows that I
shouldn't play again, there's a
chance I could walk away," he
said.
His desire to play and the
possibility of a professional
basketball career make his
comeback worth the risk, he
said.
"It was a freak accident," he
said, "and I don't think freak
accidents are going to happen
back-to-back."
If he doesn't return, coach
Rick Barnes will have to search
elsewhere on the team to replace Gray's scoring and rebounding.

ism management.
Seegars, a 6-foot-3, 237pound offensive lineman,
was not selected during the
NFL's eight-round draft in
April. He later signed as a
free agent with the
Seahawks and was consid-

In related news, wide receiver Terry Smith,
Clemson's all-time leading
receiver, left the training
camp of the Indianapolis
Colts on Monday for unknown reasons, the team
announced.
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New location in Clemson Shopping Center
next to Los Hermanos!
J^iaas.% and Hctlsx dVysnu.

Closed from 6/27 to 7/10 for moving

Now Open!
Come In and Try Our New Menu Additions!

Open Sunday 12-4...Stop by!

654-8600
Call for all of your Catering needs.
100-120 Anderson Hwy.
Clemson Shopping Center

Live classes are
starting now on
campus and in
the upstate area.
1-800-KAPTEST

APLAN
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Swimming coach hired Record breakers
continued from 1 3
by Lou Potenza
staff writer
Bruce Marchionda has
been named the new Head
Coach of Clemson's men's and
women's swimming teams.
Marchionda replaces Jim
Sheridan who resigned last
month to pursue other business opportunities.
Marchionda served as an
assistant coach with the Tigers
in 1993-94. He coached the
middle distance swimmers and
helped two of his athletes to
All-ACC honors.
"Obviously, I am extremely
excited about the opportunity
to coach at Clemson University," said Marchionda.
"We have a talented group
of athletes returning and we
had an excellent recruiting
year. Last season we laid a
solid foundation that we will
be able to build upon this season."
Before coming to Clemson,
Marchionda coached at Norfolk Academy in Norfolk, Va.
where he served as both the
men and women's coach since
1980.
Under his tenure, Norfolk
captured 15 state championships, including 10 consecutive titles by the men's team.
Marchionda compiled a
record of 226-22 at Norfolk
and was recognized as state
and conference Coach-of-theYear from 1987 through 1991.
"We are delighted Bruce
has accepted the challenge of
directing our men's and
women's swimming programs," said Senior Associate
Athletic Director Dwight
Rainey. "He has all the qualities to lead our program and
be successful at Clemson."

there on the leader board.
Tommy needs to learn from
what happened to him here
this week and take and improve his game. And I think
he will."
Penley said that part of
the reason for Biershenk's
errant play came from high
expectations. Biershenkwas
seven-under
midway
through his second round,
and found himself ranked
among the tournament's top
25 individuals after 36 holes.
He then struggled through
a series of double and triple-

bogeys before finishing up
with a strong nine holes.
"He has such high expectations and goals for himself, but he's got to learn to
accept average shots and bad
shots at times," said Penley.
"He's been struggling with
that. But as soon as he gets
that under control, he's going to be hard to beat."
Penley can only hope that
his Tigers learn from this
year's experience in the
NCAA tournament and are
able to carry it over into next
year.

flic photo

Clemson's men's and women's swimming and
diving teams will be under the guidance of
Bruce Marchionda. Marchionda replaces Jim
Sheridan who resigned.

For Rent
1 Bedroom - 2 persons $275 & up
2 Bedrooms - 4 persons $365 & up

New Jazzercise Student
SUMMER SPECIAL

Porter House Manor
South Cove

Look for
the next
issue of
The Tiger
on Sept.

4 weeks • unlimited classes • $20.00

Stove, Refrigerator, Water, Furnished,
Heat, Air Conditioning

Bring Ad to Receive Offer

Shirley Porter, Broker-in-Charge
882-0220 '
882-0636

The Clemson Jazzercise Fitness Center
1021 Old Stone Church Rd.

653FITT
TG9

Expires August 31
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A CLEMSON TRADITION

WELCOME NEW STUDENTS
10% DISCOUNT WITH THIS COUPON

you in the
Fall!

The worlds largest
supplier of Clemson
gifts and sportswear
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DOWNTOWN CLEMSON
YEAR.ROUND'DIICOUNT WITH
CURRENT STUDENT ID

